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If you are doing online marketing or any kind of branding and online development, then using images and videos in your content is no longer optional. The more engaging, creative, unique and stunning your content is, the more likely it is to attract the attention of potential customers long enough for them to read your message. Many people prefer to see rather than read. Using
videos and images in marketing content gives viewers what they want. Remember that people are bombarded every day with emails and ads, so you want to do everything you can to attract their attention. If you're not a photographer or cameragrapher, finding high-resolution images and videos can be a challenge. You don't want to use anything you see on the web because it
may belong to someone else and you may get into legal trouble with respect to copyright infringement. Hiring a photographer or agency to create a movie for you can be very expensive. Fortunately, there are several free sites where you can download and legally use both videos and images for online content. Before downloading and using any image or video from the free
website, please read the license information. People in the Creative Commons public domain are free from copyright restrictions, while other sites require assignment when using their visual content. Unsplash If you are looking for an easy-to-navigate site for specially visualizing themes, Unsplash is a great find and is there with some of the best free photo sites. Photos are grouped
into topics such as: AnimalsNatureArchitectureHealthPeopleFood and drinkTravel If you don't know exactly what category you want to use, you can search their collections of the week for some ideas. The license agreement allows you to use any images from Unsplash at no cost for both commercial and personal purposes. Although attribution is not required, it is appreciated by
photographers who donate their work. Videvo Videvo offers a large assortment of animations and videos that are sorted by category or you can view all clips. You can sort by clip type, category, resolution, and license. Notice the license for each clip you want to use. For licensing information, see the download page. There are four types of licenses to choose from: Royalty Free:
Free to use for your projects without having to be assigned. However, you can't resubmit your clips or share them for download elsewhere. Creative Commons: Can be used in any project, but must give credit or assignment to the original creator. See more about Creative Commons here. Videvo Attribution License: You can use clips with this license as soon as you want for
royalty-free clips, but you'll need to assign the clip to the creator. You can't resubmit these clips or download them anywhere. NASA Guidelines: Learn more about clips from NASA's collection here. As in the case of Free site, Videvo offers premium update options for those who need or want to have access to more video clips. Burst Powered by Shopify, Burst is a resource that
provides stock photos that are free for commercial use, including the use of images on promotional items such as mugs and T-shirts. You can use images for free, and you have the right to crop, edit, and modify them any way you want. No attribution is required. Coverr All videos on Coverr can be used for free for commercial and non-commercial purposes. Assignment is not
required, but always appreciated. You may not use videos for brands, trademarks, or logos. For more information about their licenses, read the FAQ. You can sort videos by the latest or by categories, such as: FoodMoodNatureTechArtsyPeopleUrbanAnimalsAnimatedAerialVertical If you have your own videos that you want to contribute to the Coverr community, you can upload
them to the website. After review, if accepted, they will be available for others to download under the Coverr license. Freeography If you are looking for unique, creative or bizarre free images, you should visit Gratisography. All images are high resolution and completely free without copyright restrictions. As more and more content stand out using attractive visuals is the name of
the game, using images from Gratisography is a great place to start. Clipstill Clipstill offers both free and paid stock videos for your digital online projects. Although the number of free clips is relatively small compared to premium clips, they are of high quality and changed every month. It's a good idea to check monthly to download new videos for current projects you're working on
or for future ones. Attribute is not required, but as with other graphics and video sites, it is always appreciated. There are circumstances in which you are limited in using their videos, such as if you are using a clip as the main attraction for a commercial project. Check out their licensing page for clarification. Freerange Freerange requires you to sign up for membership to download
their huge collection of free high definition photos. Images can be used for both commercial and non-commercial purposes. Choose from photos or illustrations in different categories, such as: Art and MusicArchitectureAnimals and Insects Florists and PlantsFood and DrinkHealth and Fitness Images are licensed for commercial use. You don't need to attribution. As with other sites,
Freerange welcomes collaborators. Life of Vids Life of Vids offers free clips with no copyright restrictions available for commercial and personal use. However, they do not want anyone to use the entire collection of videos in Site. Therefore, redistribution is limited to 10 videos on other sites. Kaboom Pics Another great place to find high-quality photos is Kaboom Pics. Search from
categories such as: LifestyleNatureUrbanPeopleBeauty and i All images may be used for commercial and non-commercial purposes. They cannot be redistributed or sold. For more information about the Terms of Use, please refer to the license agreement. Stock Footage for Free Stock Footage For Free is a site for professional stock videos and recordings. All clips are licensed
without royalties. This means that you can use all downloads for commercial and private use after signing up for a free account. Some of the sites listed above have smaller collections than others, and some specialize in some types of visualizations. Having several pages of free images and videos will help you find the perfect visualization for all your digital marketing projects. Not
only do movie trailers do a great job of the movie's vibe before committing, but many trailers have also become events on their own. The following websites allow you to watch movie trailers for all types of videos for free. Trailer Addict: Best for Everyone Traileraddict hosts trailers for upcoming, newly released and older films. The navigation banner at the top of the page lets you
view trailers by the best videos coming soon and now. You can also click the Trailers link to see a chronological list of trailers or the Categories link to view trailers by a significant collection of categories. You can also search for any video by title or keyword. In addition to the size of their trailer collection, the interesting thing about traileraddict is that in addition to the main trailer,
each movie on the site also includes links to additional trailers and TV spots, as well as additional information about the movie. You can read the plot summary, funny facts about the movie, see some screenshots and find information about the cast and crew. iTunes Movie Trailers: Great for a quick review of new releases Few people know that Apple hosts tons of movie trailers on
its website. On the Apple Trailers page, you'll find trailers for upcoming and newly released videos. If you want more, you can search for trailers using movie names, cast names, and even the director. Clicking on the trailer link leads to a dedicated trailer page where you'll see all the trailers listed in the video. You can click on any of them to start playing in the trailer. The player
does not offer many options; you can only adjust the volume, change the quality, or switch to full screen. It's a great place to quickly find trailers for new and relatively new movies (the last four years, at least for bigger titles), but you won't find trailers for older or lesser-known movies. YouTube: Good for Searching Specific Titles YouTube is the most popular video site in the world
and a fantastic place to watch video trailers. You can search for a title Word the trailer for most movies and find official trailers released by studios not only for new but also older movies. Wondering what the original trailer for the 1954 waterfront movie looks like? Youtube has you YouTube is great for finding specific trailers, but it's not as useful if you're not sure what you're for and
just want to see some trailers for upcoming videos quickly. You will have to do some digging. Most major studios have official YouTube channels where you can find their official trailers, and some third-party channels offer trailers for older or lesser-known videos. But they are a bit hit or miss. ComingSoon Trailers: Good for Trailers and Movie News Coming Soon is a gossip movie,
news and news portal, as well as a dedicated section for movie trailers. Typically, websites that only have trailers don't report anything about the video until the trailer is released, but Comingsoon collects all the information (confirmed and rumored) for publication on its website. In addition to the movie trailer, you'll also find official posters, behind-the-scenes footage, employee
interviews, and more. If you're following a Netflix game or series, you'll enjoy Comingsoon even more because they include the ones on your website, too. Rotten Tomatoes and IMDB: Okay If You Already Use Those Sites The popular movie review site and inventor of Tomatometer has a dedicated movie trailer section where you can binge-watch movie trailers for released and
upcoming movies. The trailers are run by Rotten Tomatoes and stream in high quality. However, there is no dedicated search or video categorization feature that can make finding the right trailer difficult and time-consuming. Still, if you get all the information about the rotten tomatoes movie, you might as well check out the trailers while you're there. IMDb, an Amazon-owned
company, has one of the largest movie databases in the world. They also have a section on their website dedicated to trailers, and it is updated as new trailers appear. There's nothing special about watching trailers on IMDB, but as with Rotten Tomatoes, if you landed there through a web search for a movie or you're an active member, you might as well benefit. Photograph:
Antonio Guillem/Shutterstock Guillem/Shutterstock
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